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Imr 4350 load data for 6.5 creedmoor

Home Posted By: JamesJr IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 09/27/18 I had a 6.5 Creed in a Howa that was an excellent shooter with W760 powder, but I sold it. I replaced it with a Model 700, and want to experiment a little more than I did with howa. I have a lot of IMR430 powder, and rarely use it anymore, and thought of trying it in 6.5, but everything I read seems to prefer the
H4350. Just wondering if anyone has used IMR4350, and if so would bother to share some information. Tuned by: hanco Re: IMR4350 In the 6.5 Creedmoor - 09/28/18 I use it in mine with 120 Barnes. I'll load their recommended max. I've got a 6.5-06 coming. I'm planning on trying 120 Barnes and IMR 4350 in it too. I use imr 4350 in many different calibers, always correct for me.
Tuned by: brush_buster Re: IMR4350 In the 6.5 Creedmoor - 09/28/18 I use it in mine with 120 Barnes. I'll load their recommended max. I've got a 6.5-06 coming. I'm planning on trying 120 Barnes and IMR 4350 in it too. I use imr 4350 in many different calibers, always correct for me. What difference have you found between IMR4350 vs H4350? Tuned by: hanco Re: IMR4350 In
the 6.5 Creedmoor - 09/28/18 Ive never used the H 4350. I have IMR worked so well, I haven't bothered to try it. Tuned by: JamesJr Re: IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 09/29/18 Thanks Hanco, I guess there aren't many people using the IMR version. I have both IMR and AA in the 4350, but really didn't want to buy any H4350 until I tried IMR powder. I'll load some up and see
what they do. Inincluded Av: sbhooper Re: IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 09/29/18 I shot some IMR in my .260, under 129 Interlocks and it's right there with The Re 17. I haven't tried it in my Creed, though. Tuned by: antelope_sniper Re: IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 09/29/18 Thanks Hanco, I guess there aren't many people using the IMR version. I have both IMR and AA
in the 4350, but really didn't want to buy any H4350 until I tried IMR powder. I'm going to load up a little and see what they do. The James, IMR and H versions are almost interchangeable with full pressure loads. Not really, so back up a little and work up. If all I had at hand was the IMR version I wouldn't hesitate to try it. Tuned by: JamesJr Re: IMR4350 In the 6.5 Creedmoor –
10/03/18 I finally got around to trying IMR4350 powder in my 6.5. Loaded up 40 grains with a 120 grain Sierra SP, Hornady brass and a CCI primer. Five shots measured 0.9 on a 100 meter, very gentle shooting load. Then I went up to 41.8 grains, and tried both Sierra and a 120 Nosler BT. Sierra shot into.6, the Nosler about an inch. It got dark and I had to stop, get to try more
later today. I don't have chronograph these loads, because I didn't take the time to set it up. Next time I experiment, I'll set it up, see how it goes. I'm pretty sure I can load more powder, because these loads quite mild so far. I'm not trying to find a 1000 yard goal load, just a good deer load. Load. By: Dogshooter Re: IMR4350 In the 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/03/18 I shot a bunch of IMR
4350 in a couple of different Creeds..... with 139/140s they all ended up between 41.5 and 43 grains for about 2750-2800 FPS. I also shot 43.5-45 grains behind 123s for around 2900 FPS. Posted by: JamesJr Re: IMR4350 In the 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 Thanks Dogshooter ....... 43 grains of IMR4350 and 120 grain sierra sp shots of less than inches on a 100. Haven't
chronographed it yet, but no printing signs at all. I hate loading stick powder, because it's not meter worth a shit, but it's one of those necessary evils. I'll play with it a little more when I have time. Tuned by: splitter Re: IMR4350 I 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 It works great in my Creedmoor, but mine is a 257 Roberts... Tuned by: mathman Re: IMR4350 in 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18
CBHS takes hold? Tuned by: JamesJr Re: IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 It works great in my Creedmoor, but mine is a 257 Roberts... And a very good looking one at that. Tuned by: SKane Re: IMR4350 In the 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 It works great in my Creedmoor, but mine is a 257 Roberts... Yes, it was mildly amusing the first time you went there. Tuned by:
splitter Re: IMR4350 I 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 It works great in my Creedmoor, but mine is a 257 Roberts... Yes, it was mildly amusing the first time you went there. I guess you're right but how many is this at 6.5 Creedmoor? Tuned by: mathman Re: IMR4350 I 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 They are easy enough not to read. Inskrimd By: Dogshooter Re: IMR4350 In the 6.5
Creedmoor - 10/04/18 It works great in my Creedmoor, but mine is a 257 Roberts ... Yes, it was mildly amusing the first time you went there. All this my Bob is a Creedmoor garbage would stop poste haste.... if it was belly in the dirt, 468 feet in a 12-16 mph cross-wind... on a 10-plate.... for $20 notes. Seen it.... If all you're going to do is shoot the deer at 300 and in.... then all your
modern, bottle-necked cartridges are about the same when it comes to hitting 2-4 MOA targets. You simply need to decide how much horsepower you want to deliver, how much recoil you are willing to absorb, and what projectile you want to shoot. So sure... your bob is a creed.... until it's not. Some guys are capable of taking advantage of the benefits of Creed in addition to the
fact that 300 lap all cartridges are the same range... and extend it far beyond 300.... that's where Bob absolutely isn't a Creed. Tuned by: splitter Re: IMR4350 I 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 It works great in my Creedmoor, but mine is a 257 Roberts... Yes, it was mildly amusing the first time you went there. All this my Bob is a Creedmoor garbage would stop poste haste.... if it was
belly in the dirt, 468 feet in a 12-16 mph cross-wind... on a 10-plate.... for $20 notes. Seen it.... If all you're going to do is shoot the deer at 300 and in.... then all your modern, bottle-necked cartridges are about the same when it comes to hitting MOA goals. You simply need to decide how much horsepower you want to deliver, how much recoil you are willing to absorb, and what
projectile you want to shoot. So sure... your bob is a creed.... until it's not. Some guys are capable of taking advantage of the benefits of Creed in addition to the fact that 300 lap all cartridges are the same range... and extend it far beyond 300.... that's where Bob absolutely isn't a Creed. Sorry for polluting this thread, but guys like you doing it sounds like that shots could never have
been made before Creedmoor was developed and that just isn't true. My use of the 257 is not to make the claim that it is a ballistic equal, but only a single cartridge in the world of cartridges that will deliver performance far beyond what credit they receive. You have to admit that there are other cartridges that are equal to the task. All loyalty to the 6.5 is wasted on a large
percentage of people who buy into Creedmoor's success and will never need the performance it is designed for... Posted By: Dogshooter Re: IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 It certainly could have been done ... and where. But that shot is facilitated by the virtues that Creed offers.... margin of error is larger, which simply means more hits. Especially if we compare factory
loads... It's not even close. Like I said split... to 300, you have more right than wrong ... beyond that, the differences pop up quickly. Whether you like the hype, you can't bitch about performance. You're telling some kids to get off your lawn today? Tuned by: Splitter Re: IMR4350 In 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 You tell some kids to get off your lawn today? I threatened to shoot a
couple but everyone laughed at me because they know I don't own a 6.5... Inscripted by: Dogshooter Re: IMR4350 In the 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 No one would ever dare laugh AT you splicing ..... most mortals do not even dare to laugh WITH YOU ... Posted By: Yondering Re: IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/04/18 It works great in my Creedmoor, but mine is a 257
Roberts... Close enough, when you're close enough. Tuned by: hanco Re: IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/05/18 I've never shot a child before. How much do they charge to mount one??? Inscribed by: Sakoluvr Re: IMR4350 In 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/05/18 Mule Deer looked at temp sensitivity in an article not too long ago (IMR vs. H). Well read. I use the IMR 4350 in an old
6mm Rem. Good Stuff Submitted By: Seafire Re: IMR4350 In The 6.5 Creedmoor - 10/08/18 I've never been disabled in any way with IMR 4350 over H 4350, in any cartridge... 44 grains of IMR 4350 is what I shoot in my 260 rems with a 140 grain bullet, running at 2750 fps in a 22 inch barrel and over 2800 fps in Rem VLS with its 26 inch barrel... Haven't bought into the
Creedmore hype due to having three different 6.5 calibers already... but in any of the rifles I have in the 6.5 bar, accuracy is no different with either IMRs or Hodgdon's 4350. 4350.
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